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মুন্ডা শিক্ষা কেন্দ্রঈ ও সুন্দরবান আশিবাসী মুন্ডা মশিলা সমবায় সশমশি
যীশুর নাম আশ্রম - ঈশ্বরীপুর, িযামনগর, সািক্ষীরা
MEC (Munda Education Centre) & SAMMSS (Co-operative of the Tribal Women of the Sunderban Forest)
Jisur Nam Ashram - Ishwaripur, Shyamnagar, Satkhira

«The main theme of the International Tribal Day
this year was I N D I G E N O U S P E O P L E S :
MIGRATION AND MOVEMENT
Trying to explain the meaning of that theme for
the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban
Forest Fr. Luigi started explaining the logo of
SAMS, the small NGO of the Mundas directed by
Krishnapada Munda» (AT PAGE 6)
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Dear Readers,
This newsletter wants to praise first of all the merits and endeavor of a
group of brave young people who had enough courage to venture into this
remote corner of the Country during the worst period of the year, that is the
rainy season. I usually compare the brave people who dare to visit
Bangladesh during the year to eagles as these birds are quite different from
the other birds... they fly alone and high up in the sky... but people who come
to this Country in the middle of the rainy season and face rain and muddy
roads and frogs and water snakes and cockroaches and spiders… should be
compared not only to eagles but to royal eagles!
One of these royal eagles who had already ventured into the South-Western
area of Bangladesh three times during the past years is Elia Clerici. He came
the first time in 2011 and with his friend Fabio Gallerani they built the stair
case of the pond so that the Munda girls might not break their legs.
Elia is an architect and again with his friend Fabio in 2013 built a cyclone
proof small house in the premises of our Christian Catholic Mission (JNA).
Then other buildings came up and Elia designed two of them.
Elia and Fabio came again during the rainy season of 2015 and did several
important works in the news buildings. They were accompanied by their
girls friends Francesca Zilio and Chiara Rossi.
On the sixth of August 2018 Elia arrived this time with another friend of
his, Matteo Alberio who is an expert electrician, and their girl friends,,
respectively Francesca and Naomi.
Elia and Francesca
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Matteo and Naomi

On the way from Dhaka to Khulna by microbus the group stopped at Savar to
pick up two young ladies from South Italy, namely Pina and Emanuela, who
came to Bangladesh to have some kind of a missionary experience with the
PIME sisters. Then the group crossed the Ganges on the ferry boat.
Pina and Emanuela with Sr. Dr. Roberta Pignone
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Crossing Ganges
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After spending a few days in Khulna the entire group attended a meeting in
Satkhira on the 9th of August for the International Tribal Day jointly
celebrated by the Munda people of Shyamnagar and Tala. On that occasion
all the honorable guests wore local dresses. Gabriele, another Italian young
man who is a student and would like to become a doctor joined the group.
Gabriele, Matteo and Elia are wearing “lungi”, the typical dress worn by
Bengali men, whereas the women are wearing typical “punjabi”.
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The main theme of the International Tribal Day this year was “INDIGENOUS
PEOPLES: MIGRATION AND MOVEMENT”. Trying to explain the meaning of
that theme for the tribal Munda people of the Sunderban Forest, Fr. Luigi
started a meeting explaining the logo of SAMS,
the small NGO of the Mundas directed by
Krishnapada Munda. In that logo, the side with a
forest would express the primitive life style of
the Mundas, and the side with the rising sun
would express the new and modern life style
these people should try to adopt... but between
these two life styles there is a river that can be
crossed only by boat.
Which kind of boat must be used by the Mundas
to move and migrate from the forest to the new
land of the rising sun ?
The boat of KNOWLEDGE and LEARNING !
The tribal people of the Sunderban Forest MUST LEARN these four things:
1- LEARN TO LEARN (smartphones and computers could be wonderful
means for this purpose
2- LEARN TO BE (honest and good people, not liars, cheaters and thieves)
3- LEARN TO DO (learn different ways to earn their livelihood)
4- LEARN TO LIVE WITH OTHERS ( a very long way to go for the Mundas
of the Sunderban Forest)
Munda People attending the meeting
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After Fr. Luigi’s lecture also Elia came up in front of the audience and gave a
short speech stressing the necessity for the tribal Mundas of the Sunderban
Forest to move into a new life style and modern world .
Elia’s words were very much appropriate and suitable for the main theme of
the day.
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In the afternoon of that day the group of visitors were invited to sit on the
stage so that they could enjoy watching the cultural program arranged by
Gopal Munda’s group of singers and lovely dancing girls.
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At the end of the day the entire group of visitors moved to Isshoripur, the
place where the small Christian Mission (JNA) is situated. The Munda girls
living there organized a welcome ceremony with singing and dancing as
they usually do when guests come to visit us. Then if the guests and visitors
are more or less as young as the Munda girls they are invited to join the
dancing group and enjoy themselves.
Welcome ceremony at JNA
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“Classic” Munda dancer
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Experienced dancers

Participating Guests
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”Modern” Munda dancer
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The next day Elia’s group started fulfilling the main purpose it had come
for... that is doing repairing and beautification work at the small mission
outstation.
Matteo and Elia revised and renewed the entire electric line and water pipe
line and the four girls got busy painting the walls of various rooms and the
rusty grilles of the windows.
Fixing electric line
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Fixing water pipe line
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Painting the walls of various rooms
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Treating the rusty grilles of the windows

Final artistic decoration of the wall
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Francesca and Naomi got busy also teaching English to the younger girls and
spent time with them playing and teaching Western dances… something the
Munda girls enjoyed very much.
Teaching English

Both the young men and the young ladies worked like horses starting from
the second day of their coming up to the last one.
They had only one day for rest and relaxation and went to have a look at the
Sunderban Forest.
They were brave enough to go by a small boat up to the edge of the forest
where the Royal Bengal Tiger lives... they could not see it... but we think that
the tiger could see them and luckily did not move out from its hidden place!
But they could see a plastic tiger placed in a tourist resort recently set up by
the Government.
So কনই মামার কেযয় োনা মামা ভাযলা (pronunciation: nei mamar ceie kana
mama bhalo - translation: a squint uncle is better than no uncle at all). The
English equivalent of this very common Bangladeshi proverb should be: Half
a loaf is better than none. In Italian: meglio poco che niente… e chi
s’accontenta gode!
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Plastic tiger and monkeys for the tourists

Typycal scenery of Sunderban
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Our brave tourists on a typical boat
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Then Emanuela and Pina left but they were replaced by three new Italian
guests who arrived from Calcutta .
The three new guests were Luca Perotta and his wife Anna, and Claudio
Repellino. Almost two years ago Luca and Claudio had come to Bangladesh
to make a video on Fr. Giovanni Abbiati’s revolutionary work among the
women of Bangladesh. They liked this place and as they were touring in
India they crossed the border and came to see us.
From Calcutta they brought many useful presents for the girls staying at
Jisur Nam Ashram. Luca’s wife, Anna, joined Francesca and Noemi to
decorate a couple of rooms where the girls sleep. These three new guests
stayed a couple of days and went around to meet local people and to have a
glimpse of the forest. Then they went back to Calcutta and left for Italy.
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From left:
Luca, Claudio, Gabriele, Francesca, Fr. Luigi, Elia, Anna, Naomi, Matteo

Luca, Claudio, Anna (and… the bottle they kindly smuggled)
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It was hard for this girl to find a skin area still available for a henna tatoo

The evening before the departure of Elias’ group, a very joyful event took
place in this remote corner of the Country. Elia, who was recognized as the
িলযনিা (doloneta = group leader) by all the guests, according to an old
Western custom, knelt down in front of Francesca and asked her if she
would agree to marry him. For sure our readers can imagine how both Elia
and Francesca were excited... but they were not the only ones! The older
girls got busy to organize their wedding ceremony according to their
customs and traditions in a joyful atmosphere.
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Our readers can see the pictures of this exotic marriage which we hope will
turn into a real marriage very soon! The sooner the better... as both the bride
and the bridegroom are almost ready for this important event in their life.
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Then the “doloneta” and his new wife... and their friends left for Dhaka on
the way to Italy. But before their departure they went to visit another group
of tribal people living 70 kilometers away from Dhaka: the Garo or Mandi
tribal people. These people belong to the Mongolic-Tibetan race and are
looked after Fr. Giovanni Gargano, a Xaverian missionary belonging to
Fr. Luigi’s group. The kids of that mission out station gave the guests a warm
welcome with a bunch of flowers and at lunch time they were fed by
Fr. Giovanni with a delicious meal.
Fr. Luigi and Fr. Giovanni

Garo - Mandi kids
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The next day the “doloneta” and his group left for Italy. We are extremely
grateful to Elia and Matteo and their girlfriends, Pina and
Emanuela, Luca and Claudio and Anna who were able to put together…
doing for and staying with!
Nilima Munda and her husband came to greet the group leaving to Italy
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The only guest now left at Jisur Nam Ashram is Gabriele, the Italian young
man who wants to become a doctor and boasts of being an atheist. We have
told him not to go around and tell Muslim people that he has no religion as
he may fall into troubles. So - for safety reasons - now he says that he is a
follower of Buddha. He still feels a little bit lost, but he also likes this place
and is determined to finish the work started by Naomi and Francesca.
His contribution to the beautification of this place is quite valuable, so all
those living at Jisur Nam Ashram (…an emaciated kitty included…) are very
grateful to him, too!
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Some mentioned places (Calcutta, Dhaka, Khulna, Satkhira, Sunderban Forest) on the map

From Bangladesh, Fr. Luigi Paggi sx
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